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Abstract: New users learning to use text-processing systems must often
make sense of actions and events in Situations where they have little
basis--in prior knowledge or current information--for inferring what is
happening or why. Yet we have observed many cases where learners were
able to generate an explanation to account for some particular fact or
event despite this limited knoWledge. This process of explanation
generation resembles abductive reasoning, as C. S. Peirce describes it:
adopting a hypothesis, when it, along with other assumptions one might
have, allows one to account for some fact or observation. In this paper
we present examples of how new users try to account for their experiences,
and the resemblence of these processes to abductive reasoning. We also
make observations about the possible role and implications of abductive
reaspning for complex learning situations (like learning to use a

text-processor).
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Introduction

We have been studying how people learn to use text-processing systems. We
have been especially interested in the problems people have wheh they are
not familiar with computers, and must learn using self-study materials
without expert supervision. In these studies we have aSked people to
"think aloud": to verbalize what they are thinking about as they learn.
We find,that new users.are active learners, constructing interpretations
of 'their training experience, and that these interpretations, right or
wrong, form a large part of what they learn. In this paper we present a
preliminary analysis of how theSe interpretations are formed. (See Lewis

& Mack, 1982; Mack, Lewis & Carroll, 1982; Carroll & Mack, 1982 for
further discussion of-this research.)

An example of reasoning.

El: A learner was following instructions for a praetiLe exercise
which explained how to type in a letter'. Part of the instructions
required her to position the cursor at the beginning of various parts
'of the .letter, snch as date, heading,'greeting, and closing. Because
of flaws in the manual she skipped the instructions which covered the,
actual typing, and carried out only those which moved the typing'
point around to these various locations on the display screen. At

some point she tried to to make sense of the fact that she had not
, really 'typed anything: she conclude& that she was creating an

invisible template into whIch the letter would later be typed.

What seems tohe happening- here is _that the learner is constructing a
story to explain what she believes she has been asked to do. The stOry
consists of new assumptions which when added to the learner's existing
belief allow the occurence of the happening to be deduced.

Forms of reasoning.

How does the learner develop the story about the template? What kind of
reasoning is-involved?- Not induction, because the reasoner is not making
a judgment about the truth (or adequancy) of a hypothesis by examining a
lot of evidence and evaluating how well it supports the hypothesiS. There
is initially no hypothesis, and there is only one "observation"'that might
be used to support one.

Nor is the story a deduction: there is not some other premise from which
it follOws. Indeed, rather than being deduced from Something else, the
story seems designed to permit an ohservation, the contentless letter, to
be derived from it.

The story,seems to cbme from what Peirce (1958) calls abductive reasoning.
In abductive reasoning, if some observation 0 is implied by an assumption
A, together with beliefs already held, then A is adopted. In the example
El, for instance, the observation to be accounted for is the activity of
moving the cursor around an empty typing display and not typing anything.
The abductive inference is that the learner is typing' a letter template
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which will be filled in later on: if one.adopts this assumption then the
observed actiVity is explained.,

In its most self-conscious and systaatic form, abduction-is a companion
prticess.to deduction and induction, involved "in the logic of disCovery'in

science or other intellectual disciplines (See also Kinneavy, 1971),
Abduction is the prokess by which a scientist generates a hypothesis to
account for .one Or more observations. In the ideal ,case, new

consequences are deduced from the hypothesis and tested .against

additional data. Inductive'reasoning is used to make a judgment about the

likelihood of the hypáthesis being true-given the accumulating evidence'.

But abduction is the fir-St phase of reasoning in this development of
knowledge because it generates the hypothesis (or new-assumptions) from
which further reasoning can take place.

Additional Examples of Abductive Reasoning.'

We can make this description of abduction more concrete by considering
three more examples of abductive reasoning in the context of learning'
text-Processing:

E2: A learner was attempting to enter a password when a typing
mistake caused the system to halt awaiting a correction. An indicator
light marked "input inhibited" came on. The learner attributed both
the delay and the light to a heavy work load on the system.

E3: A learner had made a mistake in issuing a "file" command, and
wondered whether her work had been filed. Seeing a message on the
screen which said

INPUT MODE 1 FILE

she concluded that it had been.

E4: A learner interpreted the sentence

Type four "blank lines" by typing in one space (hit SPACE BAR once)

and pressing ENTER.

to Mean

What I should do now is type four blank lines by p.ressing CARRIAGE
RETURN four times And thentype a space.

In E2, as in El, the interpretation of the incidents in terms of abduction

is straighforward: something has happened, and the learner devel;Ops a
plausible (though in fact incorrect) explanation to deduce the occukence.
In each case the explanation involves an elaboration of what might be
called the space of discourse, introducing the idea of a template in El
and ideas about system workload in E2. TheSe new elements now form part

of the learners' ideas about the system they are dealing with.,
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E3 illustrates a use of abduction that differs.a bit from these. In E3 the

thing'that is being explained is . the presence of a message that has the
word FILE in it. But the real work-that's going on'is deciding wheth6T3he
FILE command has filed the' document. Here's.how abduction can be used to

do that.

The learner constructs a collection of assumptions, one of which is that
the document -was filed, and others of which indicate that the message
refers to the '.outcome of the FILE .command. Taken together,, these

assumptions "exPlain" the presence of the message. That is, if one made

these assumptions, one would deduce the occurence Of the message that did

occur. Since one of the assumptions used was that the document was filed,

the question of real interest' has been answered.

E4 is another application of abduction,. . Here it is used to replace

ordinary reading coMprehension. The learner's task was, to find an

'interpretation of the sentence

Type four "blank llnes" by typing in one space (hit SPACE BAR once)

and pressing ENTER.

Her first attempt was SOmething like this:

What I should do now is type a space and press ENTER. This will
produce four blank lines.

When she hried this, however, only one blank line resulted. She then tried

other ways of:producing-blank lines, and discovered-that pressing CARRIAGE
RETURN would work. That leads to this interpretation:

What I Should d6 now is type four blank lines by pressing.CARRIAGE
RETURN four times.

.But there is a problem. here. This leaves the last part of the sentence

unexplained: why does it say "by typing one space (hit SPACE BAR once)

and piessing ENTER"? This can be accounted for, at least roughly, by the

interpretation the learner adopted:

What I should dclr'now is type four blank lines by hitting CARRIAGE
RETURN four times and then type a space (hit the SPACE BAR).

The argument.here is that this Is not an interpretation of the sentence

that can be developed by ordinary linguistic analysis of the form of the

sentence. The "by" just can't mean "and then". But the interpretation is

a reasonable Abduction from the occurence of the sentence in the manual.

That is, if one assumes that what one should do is what the interpretation.

says, then the occurence of a sentence something like the one that is
observed can be explained.

Carroll and Lasher .(1982) hal/6 reported another kind of case in which,the
comprehension of text seems dominated by abduction. Their subject was

learning to use a calculator from an instruction book. Having skipped some
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introductory material, the subject had forMed misconception's about the
function of .many of the keys. When shethen_encountered material that

-7-contradicted-theSe Misconceptions she concluded first that the offending

material was misprinted, an ina ha book of

instructions for the calculator. In this case the reader accounted for

the ,presence of Material by invoking an explanation that avoided

interpreting it linguistically at all.

Iffiplicatibns ofabduction for the learner.

As the examples show, the learner who uses abduction suffers froth it in a
number of Ways. Here are some that have appeared often in our study.'

Not realizing anything's wrong. As El and E2 siloW, learners are often
able to explain away the consequences of errors they have made. This is an
especially serious problem for self-study learning, since the learner
can't' seek help for undetected problems.

Use of irrelevant information. New users do not always know mhat is
relevant to some- problem that they have. In this case they can be
influenced by superficial resemblencesnbetweer. what they think they need

and what. they see or do. Example E3 is a good example. In fact,, the

message containing the Mord "file".had nothing to do with the FILE'

command, and only the coincidental use of the word "file" linked the
message to the command. This kind of spurious appearance of relevance is

very common among computer messages, displays, and instructions, and
learners are-often misled by it.

Partial interpretation of information. Learners in our situation carried
out abductive inferences only as far as needed to account for something,

without testing the abductions further. In E4, for example, abduction
allows text to interpreted without requiring careful analysis of what it

actually says.

--
It seems to be important Xo the use of abduction that learners do not
require an abduction to explain everything that is observed. Rather, it
has to explain something that is'observed that doesn't have some other
obvious explanation. In the case of the re-interpreted instruction the new
'interpretation is acceptable.because it is able to explain a ood dea:1 of--

the observed sentencer.----An----int-Erp-ret-ation ased on existing

misconceptIOns may account for enough of even a flatly contradictory
statement to appear acceptable. Carroll and Lasher's subject gives a clear

though extreme illustration of this.

This characteristic of abductive reasoning is related to the observation
that people tend to look for evidence that supports their beliefs, and not
evidence that would disprove them (see, e.g., Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Wason

& Johnson-Laird 1974.)

.t
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Abductions -are-often wrong,-

a

Abduction is the generation of an implication, with the observation to be'
accounted for as the consequent and the hypothesis generated to account

s the antecedent .premise. When the hypothesis Is affirmed

learners are committing e---iieduc-t-7.-*efalla_cy of affirming the

consequent.

This is a common error in deductive reasoning (Johnson, 1972) .and the

fallacy occurs even in scientific reasoning (Kinneavy, 1971). What saves

abductive reasoning in the latter case is that additaonal deduCtions are
drawn from,the abduction in,order to test'it. Unfortunately this`testing

was not applied tcythe abductions we' observed, and as a result many of

them are just wrong.

The value ofabduction?

t.

Despite these drawbacks', abduction has powerful advantages. Indeed, these

are so strong that we believe the use of abduction is indispensable.in

complex learning. Abduction is a way of forming generalizations on the

basis of very little evidence. Put-another way,-abductIon'allows learners

to convert episodic information instantly into semaneic information

(rulving, 1972). When the abduction is correct, this is a cheap way to

generate new knowledge.

Consider the occurence of a message on the computer screen. On the face of

it, all one can make of this is that at such and such a tiMe this message'

apPeared: one can code the episode that" was observed. But ;that 15 in

itself worthless: it has no value as,a guide to the future, which iswhat
learning is for. Using abduction, one does not bother to store the fact
that the message occurred at such and such time, but rather produces an

explanation of the occurence and stores that. For example, one may guess

something like "when I issue a file command the message "INPUT MODE 1

FILE" appears. Again, such abductions may be wrong, but.if correct they
have real value in interpreting future events, in a way that -simply

remembering the event. would:not.

Often there appears to be no alternative to abduction. Many complex

learning situations are characterized by incomplete and ambiguous

information on the basis ot which people are expected to form useful

concepts. In such situations learners do not have a body of evidence on

which to base systematic inductions, nor premises from which to deduce the

structure of the task domain. If learners are ever to build up ideas
about the processes that might lie behind what they experience in these

situations, they have to use abduction.

How is abduction done?

Our learners developed their explanations of what Was happening with

'amazing fluency, and yet with considerable aptness. That is, they could

quickly produce an explanation that accounted for several different, and
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preViously unrelated, aspects of a situation. A fuller description of the

case sketched in El illustrates this.

The learnerls idea of template not only explained the otherwise aimless
activity of the botched exercise, but alsO related it to an earlier
discussion. of office tasks, in which filling' information into a form

letter was described. This connection makes the explanation of the
exercise that much more' attractive, since not only the exercise but the
earlier discussion can be "explained". But how did the learner find that
linking explanation?

Semantic network, representations provide one way to think about how
abductive inferences can be made: they provide a framework for

representing, people s beliefs about some knowledge domain, and a
mechanism for searching.out and creating new' links. In this framework,
the abduction about.the Itymplate is linked both to the aimless cursor
movement a:nd to the earlier.discussion about form letters.

How does one find a concept like thiS that linkS.two. existing points in
the network? One mechanism. is spreading activation, proceeding in

parallel from both of the concepts to be linked. The intersection of
activation from both sources outlines the available linking concepts.
This will work, but it assumes that the points to be linked have to be
identified at the start of the search. HoW can the learner determine what

points are candidates for linking together?

This question can be avoided by positing a simpler search process, that,,
starts from just one point in the network. Onecan trace out a plausible
path. from the botched exercise that gets close enough to the content of
the earlier discussion that the link might be built from just one end, as

follows.

The instructions that the learner was folloWing were things like

Space over for the date.

The oddity is that the date was not then typed in. The wording "for the
date" suggests that the date will be typed, so one can imagine that it
will be typed in in the future. The instruction also says where the'date
will be typed, so one has the idea of a place wher,e the date has not been

but will be filled in. This is now very close to the content of the earlier
discussion of which the learner was reminded.

Abstractly, then, an explanation might be built,up by starting with an
explanation of some one observed element, but then elaborating this by
adding elements that are linked to those already, included. If the
structure grows in this way to include other elements that are actually

-observed in the existing situation (such as the recent discussion, in the
.example) the value of the explanation-is increased. That is, search for
relevawt material would move outward from one starting point, but any
encounter with other points that can be explained will be n6ted. The



resulting explanations Owill therefore often tie tgether several

different observations.

Starting.frcilm one point works here because the points that are to be
linked aren t specified in advance. The learner is free to link up
whatever is encountered, rather thLan having to develop an explanation of

. certain given facts. By cofitrast, in memory retrieval from a network, or
patternmatching, he oints that must,be connected are specified': and
more sophisticated procssing is needed to find links between them.

7

The role of feedback. Feedback isrelevant to abduction in at least two
wayg. First,, abdUctions appgar to be triggered by discrepancies between
what-learners expect and °what happens In all four cases discussed, the
observation or fact to be accOUnted for corresponded to a discrepancy.

What dG people learn when they learn?

The prevalence of abduction in learning suggests to us a different
analysis of what people learn in a given situation than has been
traditional: We want to distinguish an abduction-centered view from
schema-centered views (e.g. Rumelhart & Norman, 1978; Rumelhart & Ortony,
1977) on the one hand, and older stimulus-centered views on the other.

Schema-centered views don't readily account for Vie ability of learners to
develop explanations of events in a completely unfamiliar domain. Nor do
they account for the cross-linking of different ideas that seem to,'
characterize learners'. explanations. Both these facts point toan active
buildingeprocess, not to identification of new material with existing
structures, as the dominant process in learning of the sort we have
observed.

On the other hand, .it seems that the structures that are built aren't
mainly representations of stimuli, even if "representation of stimuli" is
interpreted broadly'. enough . to enompas,s generalized forms like

proposipional representations of the meanings of sentences_labelling of

Consider a learner wilo is given material to study that presents certain
facts, say about a computer system. On our view, the learner develops and
stores a tangle..of. explanations, including why the material has been
presented, what there is about the computer that makes these facts
pertinent, why the facts are important, and, the like. In building this
explanatory material the learner may hypothesize many things about the
computer, its uses, and the learning situation that'substantially extend
the content of the material actually presented.

Somewhere in this tangle there may be some representation of the stimuli,
that is, the facts actually presented, but it will be a minor component.
Since the facts are imbedded in a tangle of explanations, we can expect
accessing them later onoto be complex, and td exploit the presence of
deductive linkages in the tangle. A particular fact may not be stored at
all, but may be reconstructed as an implication of the assumptions that



were formed to explain and' encode it. This may entail loss of

information, because the 'explanation can explain lots of things besides
the specific instance that led to its formulation.'In effect, insteaci of

facts being the building blocks, of which more elaborate

conceptWizations are formed, they my be rather special objects that are
represented and retrieved only with 4ifficulty, Using machinery that

works smoothly td store the general and,the.vague.

This view, along i4ith many others in contemporary pSychology, challenges
our everyday obnception of. learning as a process Of "taking in" some
definite thing ,that is presented to' us in the environment, say 'by a

teacher or self-study manual. Instead, the thing that'happens in the
environment seems to act like the bit of debris that irxitates the oyster

int,o forming a pearl. The thing that we learn is the tangle, of

abd*tions, which may be very remote indeed from any officially sanctioned
Laterpretation of what we were given.

ts..
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